Impact of positive end-expiratory pressure during heterogeneous lung injury: insights from computed tomographic image functional modeling.
Image Functional Modeling (IFM) synthesizes three dimensional airway networks with imaging and mechanics data to relate structure to function. The goal of this study was to advance IFM to establish a method of exploring how heterogeneous alveolar flooding and collapse during lung injury would impact regional respiratory mechanics and flow distributions within the lung at distinct positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) levels. We estimated regional respiratory system elastance from computed tomography (CT) scans taken in 5 saline-lavaged sheep at PEEP levels from 7.5 to 20 cmH(2)O. These data were anatomically mapped into a computational sheep lung model, which was used to predict the corresponding impact of PEEP on dynamic flow distribution. Under pre-injury conditions and during lung injury, respiratory system elastance was determined to be spatially heterogeneous and the values were distributed with a hyperbolic distribution in the range of measured values. Increases in PEEP appear to modulate the heterogeneity of the flow distribution throughout the injured lung. Moderate increases in PEEP decreased the heterogeneity of elastance and predicted flow distribution, although heterogeneity began to increase for PEEP levels above 12.5-15 cmH(2)O. By combining regional respiratory system elastance estimated from CT with our computational lung model, we can potentially predict the dynamic distribution of the tidal volume during mechanical ventilation and thus identify specific areas of the lung at risk of being overdistended.